Tuck Them In,
Or Wear Them Out

These versatile long-sleeve shirts are the perfect length,
so you can wear them tucked in when it’s time to get dressed
up or untucked for a more relaxed look.

HUNTINGTON

THURSTON

BAYWOOD ROOTS73

TM17601 Men’s • TM97601 Women’s

TM17602 Men’s • TM97602 Women’s

TM17520 Men’s • TM97520 Women’s

With its distinctive micro-dot pattern, the
Huntington can be dressed up or worn as in as
a relaxed look that sets it apart from traditional
business attire. While the mens style has a
hidden button-down collar, the womens has a
mandarin collar with three-quarter length
sleeves. Both are 100% cotton, wrinkle-resistant
and designed for wash-and-wear convenience.
An urban professional look, but branded
apparel youll love to wear.

The versatile Thurston Long Sleeve Shirt is a
stylish look with distinctly different details for
men and women. Cut at a length for wearing
untucked, the mens style features side hem
gussets and double pleats at the upper back.
The womens style has a smaller collar, gathered
back, front darts, side slits, shaped seams and a
tapered waist.

The Roots73 Baywood Long Sleeve Shirt brings
effortless Roots73 style to a classic button
down. Sharp enough for work but relaxed
enough for the weekend, the mens version has
a single left-chest pocket, while the womens
style features two chest pockets, shaped seams
and a tapered waist.
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As Low As: $46.50[c]

As Low As: $46.50[c]

SLOAN

CLEARWATER

PIERCE

TM17452 Men’s • TM97452 Women’s

TM17100 Men’s • TM97100 Women’s

TM17656 Men’s • TM97656 Women’s

The Sloan Long Sleeve Shirt brings a trendy
retail look to business apparel. Available in
black or denim, this unique lightweight washed
denim silhouette provides versatility that goes
beyond 9-to-5.

Casual style for inside or outdoors has never
been easier to wear. This versatile, wrinkle-resistant shirt features contrast logo buttons,
upper patch pockets and the womens style
features a roll up sleeve tab with button closure
for a three-quarter sleeve look.

The Pierce Long Sleeve Shirt is all business.
Made with a wrinkle resistant cotton polyester
blended fabrication in a unique texture. This
classic silhouette is a great look for employees
at corporations, small businesses, schools and
universities.

long sleeve shirt
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As Low As: $38.75[c]
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As Low As: $50.67[c]
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422 586 991

As Low As: $43.17[c]

Decorated pricing shown. Price includes first-location run charges. Minimum order for decoration.
See our entire collection at www.pcna.com/trimark
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